Discover the Royal Roots of Rajasthan with Tour Package
Rajasthan is the royal and largest stated in the India where culture, history, royalty, and
amazing architecture comprises in its roots. It is surrounded by Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, and Punjab, located in the north-western part of India. It is globally
famous for its story of royal heroes, great monument, forts and palaces which makes it best
travel destination for foreign tourists as well as Indian tourists. Huge number of tourists
come every year and explore Rajasthan’s rich heritage culture and historic palaces by
selecting Rajasthan Village Tour packages. All cities comprise full of rajasthani culture,
tradition, rugged forts, spectacular deserts, national parks, amazing Wildlife sanctuaries and
languages which make Rajasthan prime attraction for tourist. Some most famous cities are
Jaipur, Ajmer, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Bikaner, Jaisalmer, and Mount Abu. For better and life
time memorable experience visitors can opt best suitable tour packages. By these basic
well organized plan tourists can explore Rajasthan smoothly.

Some Popular Tour Packages
Wildlife tour package: Rajasthan comprises 25 designated national park and sanctuaries
which cover approx 5380 sqkm area. Some most thrilling wildlife sanctuaries like
Ranthambhore National Park, Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary, Sariska Tiger Reserve, Mount Abu
Wildlife Sanctuary, Desert National Park and etc. These wildlife places are home for many
endangered animals and give wonderful opportunity to experience wildlife very closely.
Camel Safari Tour Package: Camel safaris are adventurous and ideal to explore Rajasthan’s
rustic and sand dunes. Camel safari tour packages opt Thar Desert in Sand dunes of
Jaisalmer, Pushkar camel safari, Jodhpur Camel safari, and many more. These safaris give
glimpse of the deserts by routing in the remote ruler areas. It is very thrilling safari because
when camel moves on sand dunes up and down then it is just breath taking event.
Heritage tour packages: This is most captivating tour packages for exploring Rajasthan’s
magnificent palaces, forts, havelis, historic, monuments and deserts. Tourists make their
visit to the popular Amber Fort, Hawa Mahal, Nahargarh fort, Junagarh Fort, Golden Fort,
Lake Palace, Umaid Bhawan Palace, and Kumbhalgarh Fort. These majestic palaces
comprise the regal charm, great architectural work and some kind of qualities.
Cultural tour Package: These packages comprise well organized tour to cultural cities of
Rajasthan by which tourist meander and explore various historic palaces. Rajasthan’s all
cities have fascinating and beautiful places to explore in convenient and hassle free
manner.
Rajasthan is the home for huge number of heritage palaces, monuments and royal hotels
with blend of modern comfort and great hospitality. So discover the ancient royal culture
and heritage with RajasthanTour packages.

